LED Light Engines
With more than a decade of designing and manufacturing LED light engines for demanding environments,
Hilux has the knowledge and experience to guide customers through the ever-changing world of
LED lighting. Our experience designing efficacious products, specifying and sourcing components,
and manufacturing the highest quality light engines possible makes us the ideal partner for
customers looking to design world-class luminaires.

Driver & Control Boards
With a talented and experienced engineering team, Hilux designs a variety of complex power
supplies and control boards for LED lighting systems. Our manufacturing capabilities include
surface mount, through-hole, and manual insertion processes.

Thermal Management
Effective thermal management design is critical to the life and performance of an LED light engine.
Hilux has design engineering talent who have experience translating thermal dissipation requirements
into a viable heat sink design, and integrating it with the overall luminaire design concept.

Optical Systems
Hilux has the ability to not only perform conceptual optical development activities to help our
customer refine their optical design, but also to provide optical system design, validation, and
manufacturing. Our experience provides us the ability to design, model and analyze optical
prescriptions. Our design and manufacturing expertise ranges from TIR to reflective and lens optics.
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LED Integration
LED Integration is the conversion or retrofit of existing luminaire designs from
conventional light sources to LED-based light sources.

Core Competencies
A traditional lighting manufacturer needs to employ the following
unique resources in order to make the transition to LED-based products.
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LED specification and sourcing
Optical system design and manufacturing
Light engine circuit design, layout, and manufacturing
Power supply circuit design, layout, and manufacturing
Heat sink design and manufacturing
Enclosure design

The experienced team at Hilux can assist customers in all of these important
areas. Let us work with your team to successfully integrate LED technology
into your product lines.

A History of LED Technology & Expertise
Our parent company was founded over 30 years ago and is recognized
as a market leader in transportation-based lighting and electronic
products. Hilux offers expertise in all aspects of LED lighting; optics,
light engines, drivers, and thermal management. Our LED experience
spans the past decade with a highly trained staff of degreed engineers
who will assist you in designing the most efficient LED lighting systems
in your market. With experienced manufacturing operations in North
America and Asia, Hilux guarantees our customers will receive world-class
contract manufacturing services. With Hilux as your LED Integration
partner you are benefitting from the most experienced, trusted team in
the lighting industry.
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Global Supply Chain
With supply relationships that span a decade, Hilux can offer the most competitive pricing on LEDs and
other electronic components. Our design and manufacturing teams have global reach, with facilities in
North America and Asia.

Headquarters
Hudsonville, Michigan
USA

Global Partner
Shanghai, CHINA

Global Partner
Tainan, TAIWAN

Contact Hilux at:
PO Box 206 | Hudsonville, Michigan USA
Office: 616.896.1192 | Fax: 616.896.1194
Email: sales@hiluxled.com
Web: www.hiluxled.com
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